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INTRODUCTION 

In this section we shall see a very brief summary of what Euroscope is, how real 
radar works and how we can achieve similar functionality with Euroscope. 

A typical radar system is composed of an antenna which turns 360º and at a set 
speed (between 6 and 12 turns per minute), as the final part of equipment for 
sending and receiving waves. With each turn, the antenna emits a series of short 
signals, at a set frequency (some 50 cycles per second) and in the direction in which 
it is facing in each instance. Immediately after the emission, the system changes to 
listening mode to see whether there is any echo. This echo is nothing more than a 
reflection of the transmitted signal at that moment and returns to where it was 
transmitted from after it hits an object. These objects could be aeroplanes in the 
air. By measuring the time taken for the signal to return and through changing 
position, the system is able to determine the speed of the object. A radar system 

that functions in this way is known as a Primary Surveillance Radar (PSR). This 
radar system is only able to position the blips on the screen horizontally. Without 
more information the most we can see is the position of the blip and, at most, an 
indication of its relative speed. The types of radar are: Terminal Surveillance Radar 
(TSR), Enroute Surveillance Radar (RSR) and Airport Surveillance Radar (ASR). 

To complement this basic information about the blips there is other equipment 
which can provide us with additional useful information. These systems work in 
conjunction with this basic radar type and are: 

Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR): A radar which is partnered with PSR with 
the objective of receiving information transmitted by the transponder of the aircraft 
to obtain specific information like, for example, the altitude of the aircraft, the code 
entered by the pilot (also known as the Squawk code), etc. The different types of 
SSR radar are: Terminal Secondary Surveillance Radar (TSSR), En-route Secondary 
Surveillance Radar (RSSR) and Airport Secondary Surveillance Radar (ASSR). 

Transponder: This is a system which sends and receives signals and is situated 
inside the aircraft, emitting a series of information in response to the signals 
transmitted by the SSR. There are many types of transponder that differ in the level 
of information that they are able to send and are known as "Mode A+C" 
transponders and "Mode S" transponders. A transponder, as with any piece of 
electronic equipment, can be turned on or off, and when turned on can be in either 
standby mode (when no data is sent) or charlie mode (when data is transmitted). 

A "Mode A+C" transponder transmits the squawk code (Mode A) and the altitude of 
the aircraft (Mode C). 

The Mode S transponder is able to send much more information to the SSR than 
the Mode A+C. There are different subtypes of transponder Mode S relating to what 
data they provide. The basic Mode S transponder sends, beyond the basics of Mode 
A+C, the callsign. The extended version sends additional information obtained from 
the onboard computers, such as speed (IAS, GS, etc.), rate of climb/descent, 
heading, etc. 
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The joint performance of these three devices will give us the following information: 
1) a primary radar contact by means of the PSR, and 2) a transponder code 
(squawk) plus an altitude, both displayed in the screen close to the blip of the 
primary radar contact, being the result of the interaction of both the SSR and the 
transponder. 

The device which complements all of these is the computer equipment able to 
receive and store the flight plans sent by the pilots. 

With all this information and as soon as we assign a transponder code (squawk) to 
a flight plan and this code is set in the transponder, we will be able to: 1) correlate 
the flight plan with the primary radar contact, and 2) identify that primary contact 
in the radar screen. 

Strictly speaking it is the ATC who assigns a transponder code (squawk) to the 
flight plan and instructs the pilot to set that code in his transponder, which allows 
the correlation between the primary and secondary contacts. 

Unfortunately, the technical level realised by VATSIM does not yet allow one to 
enjoy an A+C and/or S modes very realistically, mainly due to the limitations of the 
pilot clients used to connect to our network. Nevertheless, Euroscope is ready to 
simulate the A+C mode in a highly realistic way and to emulate the simulated mode 
S. 
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CONFIGURATION OF THE PROFESSIONAL MODE 

To configure our radar to work in either mode we must make some changes to the 
parameters: 

In the General settings window we choose the correlation mode that we wish to use 
(see Correlation mode): 

For the field Correlation mode we have three choices: 

1. Easy VATSIM: When this option checked it is Euroscope itself which correlates 
the primary and secondary contacts which displays all information relating to all 
traffic at any time. 

To use the following two modes it is highly recommended to enable the Flight Plan 
list (see Advanced Lists in Euroscope wiki). 

2. C-mode: Having the Auto start FP tracks box unchecked in the General settings 
window and when tracking an aircraft with a valid flight plan, the radar will only 
show a primary contact displayed, normally1, as a transponder code and a flight 
level. When the Auto start FP tracks box is checked in the General settings window, 
the radar screen will show, besides the transponder code and the flight level, a 
secondary contact normally displayed as a callsign, a flight level and an ICAO code 
for the destination airport. Normally this secondary contact will appear close to the 
primary contact. That callsign should also appear in the FP list including some 
additional information. When using this C-mode radar, only the transponder code is 
used to correlate both contacts. In our opinion, the first of those two possible 
options is the most challenging. 

3. S-mode: When an aircraft has sent a valid flight plan and having the box Auto 
start FP tracks unchecked in the General settings window, the radar screen will only 
show a primary contact normally displayed as a transponder code and a flight level. 
When an aircraft has sent a valid flight plan and having the box Auto start FP tracks 
checked in the General settings window, the radar screen will show, besides the 
transponder code and the flight level, a secondary contact normally displayed as the 
callsign, the flight level and the ICAO code of the destination airport. The callsign 
should also appear in the FP list with some additional information. When using this 
mode, it is the transponder that transmits the aircraft callsign and this is used to 
correlate the primary and secondary contacts, regardless of the aircraft’s 
transponder code. 

Field S-mode transponders: The subtypes of S-mode transponder are identified by 
letters. In this field we define which letters will identify this type of transponders in 
our radar screens. By default, Euroscope includes the letters IEFGRWQ and these 
should cover all possible combinations (see GOFIR site). 

Field Correlation distance: This field indicates the distance in nautical miles where 
primary and secondary contacts will automatically be correlated as long as the 
transponder code is the same (radar mode A+C) or when the callsign is coincident 
(S-mode). Thus, the higher this figure is the easier it will correlate the primary and 
secondary contacts on our radar screen. 

                                           
1 We use the term normally because the information displayed in the aircraft tag will depend on the tag 
family we are using. 

http://euroscope.hu/mediawiki/index.php?title=Advanced_Lists
http://www.gofir.com/general/rvsm/aircraft_equipment_suffix.htm
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The field Simulate radar coverage and outage will enable or disable these 
realism features defined in the ESE file in use. If the ESE file we are using is built 
taking into account the dark areas of the radars, our radar will also lose contact 
with the aircraft when they enter the dark zones defined in the ESE file as long as 
this box is checked. This simulation mode increases largely the realism and 
stresses the skills of the controller. 

The field Show VFR flight plan track enables or disables the display of the 
secondary contacts of VFR flights in the radar screen. 

The field Show IFR flight plan track enables or disables the display of the 
secondary contacts of IFR flights in the radar screen. 

The field Auto start FP tracks is relevant and it is important to understand how it 
works: 

1) When this box is checked and the simulation mode (found in window Display 
settings dialog) is set to Radar (TWR, APP, CTR and FSS facilities), the primary and 
secondary echoes will appear in the screen rather close to one another, thus being 
possible to correlate them by clicking on one and then the other. 

2) When this box is unchecked and the simulation mode (found in window Display 
settings dialog) is set to Radar (TWR, APP, CTR and FSS facilities), only the primary 
echoes will appear in the screen. Once a contact is identified, either by its 
transponder code or its callsign, to correlate it we will need to click on it and then 
click on its callsign in any of the lists. 

To synthesise, when the Auto start FP tracks box is checked, the secondary echo 
moves through the screen following the primary contact, whilst when the Auto start 
FP tracks box is unchecked, the tag of the secondary contact will not appear until 
the primary contact is correlated. The latter option makes the screen cleaner of tags 
but it will be necessary to correlate the primary echoes with their respective 
callsigns in any of the lists. It is obvious that this latter configuration is the more 
challenging for the controller. 

In the window Display settings dialog we will configure the way that aircraft will 
be displayed on the screen according to the correlation mode that we have chosen 
in the General settings window. The fields related to the correlation mode in the 
Display settings dialog are: 

Show squawk A+C aircraft: Show or hide the contacts in CHARLIE mode. 

Show squawk STBY aircraft: Show or hide the contacts in STAND BY mode. 
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Simulation mode combo box: This is where the radar type is chosen according to 
the ASR (screen display file) we have loaded (Important note: we are not choosing 
the correlation mode here but the radar type). The options are: 

Radar mode: This is the one explained in the preceding section. Obviously, to 
use this mode the choice in the General settings window could be any 
except Easy VATSIM. 

Ground with S-mode radar mode 

Ground without radar mode 

Easy ground mode 

Any of the three ground radars listed above will display different information 
depending on the configuration chosen in windows General settings and Display 
settings dialog. The possible combinations are the following: 

General settings General settings Display settings dialog Information displayed in screen 

Correlation 
mode 

S-mode transponders Simulation mode Callsign2 Flight 
num. 

ACFT type 

Easy VATSIM IEFGRWQ Easy ground X X X 

Easy VATSIM IEFGRWQ Ground S-mode radar X X X 

Easy VATSIM IEFGRWQ Ground without radar X  X 

C-mode  Ground S-mode radar X  X 

C-mode  Ground without radar X  X 

S-mode IEFGRWQ Ground S-mode radar X X X 

S-mode IEFGRWQ Ground without radar X  X 

 

When controlling a ground facility, any of the combinations in the table above 
should be chosen. Nevertheless, when controlling a Tower, Approach, Radar or 
Flight Service Station the choice should be Radar in the Display settings dialog and 
C-mode (box S-mode transponders unchecked) or S-mode (making sure the letter 
codes are correct in the S-mode transponders box) in the General settings window. 

We suggest disconnecting and reconnecting from the VATSIM network after 
changing the radar configuration just to make sure that everything is loaded 
correctly. 

                                           
2 Only the first three letters of the callsign will be displayed 
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FP list 

This list is likely to be essential for proper management of traffic when controlling 
under the professional mode. 

The states of a given aircraft displayed in this list can be three: 

NOSTS – Not Started: When traffic is on the ground or in flight but its state has 
not been manually updated since it departed. Traffic in this state is 
handled by Euroscope as not yet taken off from its departure airport. 

SIMUL – Simulated: Traffic on the ground or in flight which is being or has been 
controlled at any time since it departed. Traffic under control and 
showing this state and the Auto start FP track box checked in the General 
settings window will be displayed as a primary echo across the screen 
and a secondary contact following the filed flight plan route. Both will 
merge into a single tag as soon as we perform the correlation. The refresh 
rate of the secondary contact is every 60 seconds. 

TERM – Terminated: The traffic that has reached its destination and its flight 
plan has been closed. For traffic enroute, uncontrolled and outside the 
ATC boundaries, setting its state manually to TERM will stop the 
secondary contact moving along with the primary one. 

It may be useful for a controller to set an aircraft state in the FP list to NOSTS when 
there is not a primary contact yet and he suspects that it has not yet taken off or if 
it is still far away from his control boundaries. It may be useful as well to set the 
state to TERM when traffic has left our airspace and will no longer be our concern 
for the rest of its route. 

It is essential to check that the state of any traffic being tracked is set to SIMUL to 
make sure that the information displayed in its tag is correct. Even in case of 
receiving a handoff from a neighbouring controller we should check the state for 
SIMUL as it may happen that, depending on the settings of our radar, the traffic is 
being controlled by us but its state set to NOSTS. 
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When using the default FP list its bar has several filters and options which are, from 
left to right: 

##: A figure indicating the maximum number of aircraft to be listed. 

F: Opens or closes a combo box listing the available fields where the user can 
choose which to display and which to hide. 

S: Opens the bar’s configuration window. 

I: Shows or hides the IFR flight plans. 

V: Shows or hides the VFR flight plans. 

C: Shows or hides the correlated flight plans. 

U: Shows or hides the uncorrelated flight plans. 

O: Shows or hides the flight plans of concerned aircraft (those that are or will 
enter our airspace). 

N: Shows or hides the flight plans of unconcerned aircraft (those that will not 
enter our airspace). 

The suggestion to use is: 

##: Maximum 20 

F: All those checked by default. 

S: It is not necessary to modify any parameter in this window unless the user is 
familiar with its content. 

I: Activated. 

V: Activated. 

C: Activated. 

U: Activated. 

O: Activated. 

N: Normally disabled. It may momentarily be enabled to check for any traffic at a 

given time. 
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RUNNING UNDER PROFESSIONAL MODE 

From now on and for all radar modes, the fields Simulate radar coverage and 
outage, Show VFR flight plan track, Show IFR flight plan track and Auto start FP 
tracks will be checked or unchecked, depending on the user choices, which will 
determine the behaviour of the radar according to the explanations given under the 
'CONFIGURATION OF THE PROFESSIONAL MODE' section above. 

Ground facility (GND) under C-Mode with or without radar 

When manning this facility and for all possible combinations the controller should 
not track any traffic being serviced. Once a departing traffic is reaching the holding 
point of the active runway the ground controller should instruct the pilot to contact 
the tower. 

General settings menu: 

 

Under Correlation mode the option C-mode must be selected. The content of the box 
S-mode transponders does not affect the behaviour of this radar as the C-mode 
correlation overrides the content of the latter and will never display the flight 
number in the screen (check the details in table of page 9). In case of deleting the 
content of the box S-mode transponders the default letters are IEFGRWQ. 

Display settings dialog menu: 

 

The relevant fields are Show squawk A+C aircraft and Simulation mode. 
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In both cases, the radar screen will display something like this: 

 

The aircraft are listed in the Departure list (upper screen) and in the FP list (low left). 

Ground facility (GND) under S-mode with radar 

General settings menu: 

 

The box S-mode transponders must include the letters of the equipment suffixes 
that we wish to be correlated by this radar mode. In case of deleting the content of 
the box S-mode transponders the default letters are IEFGRWQ. 
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Display settings dialog menu: 

The relevant fields are Show squawk A+C aircraft and Simulation mode. 

 

In the radar screen we can see the traffic showing its company IATA code, the flight 
number and aircraft model (check the details in table of page 9). For example: 

 

The aircraft are displayed in the Departure list (upper screen) and in the FP list 
(lower left). 

LINCE44 does not display its full callsign as treated as non S-mode transponder. 
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Ground facility (GND) under S-mode without radar 

General settings menu: 

 

The box for S-mode transponders must contain the letters for the equipment 
suffixes that we wish to be correlated, although the choice Ground without radar in 
the field Simulation mode in the Display settings dialog will override it and the flight 
number will not be displayed in the screen. In case of deleting the content of the 
box S-mode transponders the default letters are IEFGRWQ. 

Display settings dialog menu: 

 

The relevant fields are Show squawk A+C aircraft and Simulation mode. 
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The radar screen will only display the company IATA code and the aircraft model 
(check the details in table of page 9) as the choice without radar in the Display 
settings dialog overrides the S-mode correlation of the General settings menu. Here 
is an example of what we can see: 

 

As an additional aid to this control facility we can use the tower view and the flight 
simulator to see something like this: 
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In this case we see the callsign of the aircraft because we have set it in this way in 
flight simulator in the window CONFIGURATION/TRAFFIC checking only the box 
display aircraft tags. For a fully realistic simulation even this box should be 
unchecked to prevent the aircraft callsigns from being displayed in the flight 
simulator view. 

To use the tower view it does not matter which facility we are manning and also the 
observers can enjoy it. 
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TWR, APP, CTR and FSS facilities 

For these facilities, the Radar option should always be chosen in the combo box 
Simulation mode in the Display settings dialog as we can see in the image below: 

 

In the following sections we will see some images taken when the box Auto start FP 
tracks is checked and consequently we will see the primary and secondary echoes 
in the screen. When the user feels comfortable controlling in professional mode we 
suggest to uncheck the Auto start FP tracks box to perform his role in a much more 
stimulating mode. 

C-mode correlation 

General settings menu: 

 

To use this configuration the options shown in the image above must be selected in 
the General settings menu. The type of aircraft symbols displayed in the radar 
screen depends on these settings as we will see in the following images. 

We may find a very common aircraft as the Airbus A320, with standard equipment, 
and which comes to us from uncontrolled airspace (see the box AP data in the Flight 
Plan setting dialog window): 
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We can visit the GOFIR site for the meaning and consequences of the /F suffix and 
there we will read that this aircraft is equipped with a Flight Management System 
(FMS) with DME/DME position updating. If we recall the S-mode transponders field of 
the General settings window we will see that F is one of the valid suffixes for the 
S-mode transponders. Anyway, it does not matter which are the contents of the 
S-mode transponders field as we have chosen C-mode correlation in the General 
settings window and this option overrides any other referred to the transponder 
types. 

If we have a look at the next three sequential images of a traffic entering our 
airspace we can see the following: 

First of all we will see the primary and secondary echoes separated between them 
by some miles. 

 

The primary echo is a triangular shape associated to a transponder code whilst the 
secondary echo is a square shape associated with a tag showing some data. In the 
FP list and the Sector inbound list we can see an aircraft with the callsign associated 
with the secondary echo. 

The first thing we should do is to correlate both contacts as their transponder code 
is the same. To do that we click on the transponder code of the primary echo or the 
aircraft callsign in any of the lists (the command correlate is automatically typed in 
the command line at the bottom of the screen) and then click on the tag of the 
secondary echo. Then we will see the following: 

 

Both primary and secondary echoes have merged into one as a result of their 
correlation. 

http://www.gofir.com/general/rvsm/aircraft_equipment_suffix.htm
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If we now track (take control) the aircraft we will see the following: 

 

Thus, now the traffic is under our control and, besides its flight data, it displays the 
code of the next controller in the middle section of the first line of the tag which, in 
this particular case, is BT (Barcelona Tower). 

S-mode correlation 

General settings menu: 

 

The relevant field in this case is the Correlation mode. The contents of the field S-
mode transponders is the same as always and now it certainly is essential for a 
proper function of this radar type. 

As in the case explained in the section above, firstly we will observe the primary and 
secondary echoes some miles away from each other: 

 

The contents of the screen are almost the same as in the case explained before 
where we used the C-mode but the shape of the secondary echo is now a circle as 
the aircraft equipment suffix is F (one of the letters in the S-mode transponders field 
of the General settings menu. 

When using these settings the correlation is mostly done by means of the callsign 
instead of the transponder code although the latter can still be used. 
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If we have a closer look at the radar contacts: 

 

Once the correlation is performed we can see this: 

 

There are no differences between this and the C-mode but the shape of the echo 
which, for this mode, it is a circle due to the type of radar chosen and the aircraft 
equipment suffix. 

Finally, when we track (take control) of the aircraft we will see the following: 

 

Thus the traffic is under control and, besides its flight data, the tag displays in the 
middle section of the first line of the tag the code of the next controller to transfer 
this traffic. In this particular case it is BT (Barcelona Tower). We can see that the 
aircraft symbol is a circle as determined by the S-mode radar and the aircraft 
equipment suffix. 

For more detailed information about the symbols and types of displays of the 
echoes, we suggest you to read the page Radar connection states in section Sectors 
and Aircraft States of Euroscope wiki. 

http://euroscope.hu/mediawiki/index.php?title=Sectors_And_Aircraft_States#Radar_Connection_States
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FINAL COMMENTS 

Recall the importance of the state of an aircraft which is set in the FP list as 
explained in page 10. 

Any comment on mistakes or improvements to this document will we warmly 
welcome to malarmat(at)gmail.com. 


